We study the problem of scheduling jobs on parallel machines minimizing the total completion time, with each job using exactly one resource. First, we derive fundamental properties of the problem and show that the problem is polynomially solvable if pj = 1. Then we look at a variant of the shortest processing time rule as an approximation algorithm for the problem and show that it gives at least a (2 − 1 m )-approximation. Subsequently, we show that, although the complexity of the problem remains open, three related problems are N P-hard. In the first problem, every resource also has a subset of machines on which it can be used. In the second problem, once a resource has been used on a machine it cannot be used on any other machine, hence all jobs using the same resource need to be scheduled on the same machine. In the third problem, every job needs exactly two resources instead of just one.
Introduction
In this paper, we study a variant of the problem of scheduling jobs on parallel machines with the objective to minimize the total completion time, i.e. the sum of the completion times of all jobs. In this variant, each job uses exactly one resource, thus partitioning the jobs. There is only one unit of each resource available at any time, so jobs using the same resource cannot be processed simultaneously. Using the classification of Graham et al. [8] , we will denote the problem as P |partition| j C j . In this classification, scheduling problems are classified by parameters α|β|γ where the α-field describes the machine environment, the β-field indicates job characteristics and the γ-field reflects the optimality criteria.
The problem is motivated by a scheduling problem found in the semiconductor industry. The wafer, which contains the chips, will visit different production bays multiple times during its production cycle. The expensive photolithography pieces of equipment are often the bottleneck of the production line. Hence, the overall performance of the factory can be improved by raising the equipment throughput on these tools (which is achieved by minimizing j C j ). Photolithography is a process to transfer the geometric pattern of a chip-design onto a wafer. This is done by putting light through a reticle onto the production wafer. This reticle contains the geometrical pattern of the computer chip. Thus, when trying to schedule jobs in the photolithography bay, we need to make sure the reticle (the resource) is available when a job is processed.
In the scheduling problem P || j C j , one wants to minimize the total completion time while scheduling on a set of parallel machines. It is well-known from the literature that P || j C j is polynomially solvable by using the shortest processing time first (SPT) order on the earliest available machine (Conway et al. [5] ). This rule makes sure that every time a machine finishes a job, it will be assigned, from among the jobs waiting, the job with a shortest processing time.
Our problem adds auxiliary resource constraints. Blazewicz et al. [2] describe the resource requirements with the entry resλδρ in the β field of the scheduling problem. The number of different resources is given by λ ∈ {·, c λ }. If λ = c λ , the number of resources is given by c λ . If λ = · it is part of the input. The resource capacities are denoted by δ = {·, c δ }. If δ = c δ , there is exactly c δ of every resource available. If δ = ·, the total amount available of a resource is part of the input. The resource requirements per job are denoted by ρ = {·, c ρ }. If ρ = c ρ , every job needs exactly c ρ of a resource it requires. If ρ = ·, the amount required is part of the input.
The type res · 11 implies that per resource type, there is one resource available at any given time and this resource will be used entirely if a job needing this resource is processed. This implies that jobs that share the same resource cannot be processed simultaneously. When only res·11 is in the β field of the scheduling problem, a job can need any number of resources. This does not capture that every job in the lithography bay needs only one resource, the reticle. Therefore, we indicate the problem within this paper by partition in the β field of the scheduling problem. Hence, partition is a special case of res · 11 resources. We know from Blazewicz et al. [2] that if the number of machines is m ≥ 3 and there are no further restrictions on the P |res · 11, p j = 1| j C j , the problem is N P-hard. The proof is based on a reduction from partition into triangles and uses multiple resources per job. It is proven by Garey and Johnson [6] that P 2|res · 11, p j = 1| j C j can be solved in polynomial time by a reduction to the matching problem.
The problem can also be viewed as a special case of P D|res 1 · 1| j C j . In P D|res 1 · 1| j C j , we have dedicated machines and are given only one resource of a certain quantity c δ and every job needs exactly 1 from that resource. We can rewrite P |partition| j C j to P D|res 1 · 1| j C j by taking c δ equal to the number of machines and introducing a dedicated machine for every resource, such that all jobs that share a resource have to be processed on the same machine. One could also view P |partition| j C j as a special version of scheduling with conflicts. In scheduling with conflicts, we have again parallel machines, the total completion time objective and jobs cannot be processed at the same time if they share an edge in the conflict graph G = (J, E) with an edge between two jobs if they share the same resource. In our problem, G is a collection of cliques.
Our contribution is as follows. First we prove that allowing preemptions to the problem, does not change the problem. Using that, we conclude that in each optimal schedule for P |partition| j C j , all jobs sharing the same resource must be processed in order of processing time. Restricting the problem to p j = 1 is proven to be polynomially solvable. Thereafter we look at an approximation algorithm for P |partition| j C j , based on a variant of the shortest processing time (SPT) rule that takes the partition constraints into account. We prove that it gives a (2 − 1 m )-approximation and show that it cannot give an α-approximation with α < 4 3 . In the last three sections we look at three related problems and show that they are N P-hard. The first problem has additional processing set restrictions for resources, meaning each resource has a set M r of machines on which it can be used. From this, we can also conclude that the problem with unrelated machines, i.e. R|partition| j C j , is also N Phard. This is the situation of the scheduling of Photolithography machines in practice. The second related problem assumes that resources are unmovable, meaning that once a resource is used on a machine, it can thereafter only be used on that specific machine. In the last related problem, each job has at most q resources with q ≥ 2 a constant.
Definitions
Before we begin our analysis of the problem and its solutions, we first formally define partition as part of the β field and some intermediary concepts. We have m identical machines and let J be the set of jobs that are to be scheduled. Each j ∈ J has a processing time p j and each machine can only process a single job at a time. We will denote C j as the completion time of job j in a feasible schedule for an instance. We want to minimize the sum of the completion times (total completion time). Definition 1. If partition is in the β field, there is a partition R of J, i.e., there is a collection of subsets R = {r 1 , . . . , r s } with r k ⊆ J, where every job is contained in exactly one of the subsets. If j, j ′ ∈ r k , j and j ′ cannot be processed at the same time. Furthermore, we want to define which resource is used by which job. Let r j = {r k ∈ R | j ∈ r k }, i.e., all subsets that contain job j. If two jobs share the same resource, we will denote this by r j = r j ′ , which implies that r j ∩ r j ′ = ∅.
When we look at a job, we will often consider the other jobs that share the same resource. We will, therefore, introduce the concept of slack, which, intuitively, is the amount of time before and after the job that its resource is not being used.
Definition 2.
A job j has positive slack d + ≥ 0, which is the largest non negative number, such that in a given schedule all jobs j ′ ∈ J which have the same resource and start after job j, start at least d + time units after j finishes. More formally, we define d + as
where we define +∞ as the minimum over the empty set. Similarly, a job j has negative slack d − ≤ 0, which is the largest non negative number, such that all jobs j ′ ∈ J which have the same resource and start before job j, finish at least d − time units before j starts. More formally,
where we define +∞ as the minimum over the empty set.
The slack d > 0 of a job j, we define as d = min{d
We defined the slack of a job by considering all jobs that share the same resource, but often we are only interested in the last job before and the first job after a job j that use the same resource. We therefore introduce the following concept.
Definition 3. Let d + be the positive slack of j, we call a job pair (j, j ′ ) a blocking pair if r j = r j ′ and C j = C j ′ − p j ′ − d + . Thus, j ′ is the first job to start after C j that uses the same resource as job j. A blocking pair (j, j ′ ) is
Given a tight pair where the two jobs are not on the same machine, it can be advantageous to construct a schedule were they actually are on the same machine. We will call this operation 'untangling'. Before we define it properly however we need to first define a job's suffix.
Definition 4. Let job j be processed on machine i. The suffix of job j, S(j), is the set of jobs j ′ ∈ J that are also processed on machine i with C j ′ ≥ C j (excluding job j).
Definition 5. Given a tight pair (j, j ′ ), let i be the machine on which j is processed and i ′ be the machine on which j ′ is processed. Untangling (j, j ′ ) is the operation that changes the schedule by swapping suffices between the machines i and i ′ , i.e., we move j ′ and S(j ′ ) to machine i and S(j) to machine i ′ .
Since we work with parallel machines, untangling will not change any of the start or completion times of the jobs. Hence, it will not create any resource conflicts and the objective function remains the same.
Problem Properties
In this section, we consider the structure of optimal solutions. We show that there is no non-trivial idle time in an optimal solution and that given a resource, the jobs using that resource are scheduled from shortest to longest. We will continue by looking at the complexity of the problem. Whether or not P |partition| j C j is N P-hard remains an open problem, but we can show that when p j = 1 the problem is polynomially solvable. We also show that the problem with preemptions is equal to the problem without preemptions.
We first note that if |R| < m the problem becomes trivial. In that case, one will put all jobs which use the same resource in shortest processing time order on one machine. We continue by looking at idle times in a solution.
Lemma 6. For every instance of P |partition| j C j there exists an optimal solution that contains no idle times.
Proof. Suppose that, in an optimal schedule with idle times. We begin by untangling all tight pairs. If an idle time remains, we consider the last idle time, which appears on machine i that starts on time t 1 and ends at time t 2 .
Since we have untangled all tight pairs, the resource used by the job on machine i starting at time t 2 is not used until time t 2 . Hence, we can start the processing of this job earlier. We can then schedule the job either at time t 1 or at the last time before t 2 its resource was used. This would reduce the completion time of this job. Therefore, after untangling, there cannot be any idle times. Since untangling does not change completion times there is an optimal schedule without idle times.
In the proof, we saw it is easy to turn an arbitrary optimal schedule into a schedule where tight pairs (j, j ′ ) are processed on the same machine. We call such a schedule a tight schedule.
Definition 7.
A tight schedule is a schedule without any idle time and in which each tight blocking pair (j, j ′ ) is executed on the same machine.
Notice that untangling results in jobs using the same resource being processed one after another on the same machine. We will call these job sequences trains.
Definition 8.
A train sequence T (j 1 ) in a schedule is a maximal sequence of consecutively jobs j 1 , j 2 , ..., j c on the same machine using the same resource.
Notice that a tight schedule only consists of train sequences T (j k ) with nonzero slack between the train sequences of the same resource, where the j k are the first jobs to be scheduled when a machine changes resource.
We continue by looking at the order in which jobs that use the same resource are processed. We will prove that this is from shortest to longest processing time. We will prove this by first looking at the problem with preemptions, notated by P |partition, prmp| j C j . In a preemptive schedule, the total amount of processing done on the job needs to be equal to its processing time (p j ), but jobs can be interrupted at any time and the processing done is not lost. A job can thus be split into multiple parts, possibly processed on different machines. We begin by defining these more precisely.
Definition 9. A job part j l is the lth maximal part of the job j that is processed without interruption on a single machine with positive length. The superscript l will be omitted when it is of no importance. A pair of job parts (j, j ′ ) is called a blocking pair if r j = r j ′ and j ′ is the first job part to start after j that uses the same resource as job part j. A blocking pair (j, j ′ ) is tight if job part j ′ starts at the time j ends, i.e., d + = 0.
The definitions for blocking pairs, slack, suffix, train sequences, tight schedules and untangling can easily be extended to the case of job parts.
Lemma 10. In an optimal schedule for P |partition, prmp| j C j all jobs sharing the same resource must be processed in SPT-order, i.e., if job j and j ′ both use resource r ∈ R and p j < p j ′ then C j < C j ′ . Furthermore, if C j < C j ′ , all job parts of j will be processed before any job parts of j ′ .
Proof. Suppose we have an optimal schedule S where there is not the case. Then there is a resource r ∈ R and two jobs using this resource (r j = r j ′ ), job j and job j ′ , with C j < C j ′ and p j > p j ′ . From S we get an ordering of the jobs using resource r. Let j S(r,p) denote the lth job finishing in S using resource r. Create a new schedule S ′ which is identical to S except for all jobs using resource r. We remove from S all job parts using resource r. This will remove t = j∈J|rj =r p j units of processing from the schedule. We fill these units of processing again with the jobs using resource r but now we process them in an SPT-order. We processes the first job in the ordering j S ′ (r,1) in the first p j S ′ (r,1) units of t. We schedule the second job in the ordering j S ′ (r,2) in the first p j S ′ (r,2) units of t after C j S ′ (r,1) and so on until all jobs using resource r are scheduled. The resource r will be used in the same time as in S by only a single job, hence S ′ is a feasible schedule. Furthermore, it holds that C j S(r,1) ≤ C j S(r,p) ∀p, since
Since p j > p j ′ , equation (1) is satisfied with inequality for the l job and S cannot be optimal.
Theorem 11. There is an optimal schedule for P |partition, prmp| j C j without any preemptions.
Proof. Assume not, then take any optimal tight schedule with a minimal amount of preemptions. Let t 1 be the time of the last occurring preemption, let job j be the job that is being interrupted with resource r on machine i, let j l be the respective job part. Let t 2 be the time that job part j l+1 starts on machine i ′ . Let j ′ be the job part on machine i that starts at t 1 and let r ′ be its resource. We know that t 2 > t 1 , otherwise we would not have a tight schedule. Furthermore, following from Lemma 10, resource r cannot be used by another job between t 1 and t 2 . We also know that i = i ′ by the following argument illustrated in Figure 1 . Assume i = i ′ . Take ǫ > 0 as the minimal negative slack of all train sequences between t 1 and t 2 on machine i. Then, one can move all jobs between t 1 and t 2 on machine i ǫ to the front and then split j l on t 1 − ǫ and move the second part
Since there is no preemption after t 1 , at least one job finishes earlier in this new situation and no jobs finishing later. Thus, the original schedule was not optimal. We know that job j ′ cannot end before or on t 2 . As illustrated in Figure 2 , if it would, one could move job j ′ ǫ > 0 to the front, where ǫ is the negative slack of job j ′ . This would split the job part j l on t 1 − ǫ and moving the part that was executed during the interval [t 1 − ǫ, t 1 ] to the back of j ′ . This leads to a feasible schedule, since we defined t 2 as the time that job part j l+1 starts and resource r is not used between t 1 and t 2 . Furthermore, since j ′ is a finishing job part and it finishes ǫ earlier, this will lead to a schedule with better objective value.
As a result, there is only one possible situation that can occur with the last preemption: The last preemption is at a different machine than where it later continues and job j ′ starts at t 1 on machine i and does not finish before or on t 2 . The partial schedule is shown in Figure 3 . Let S(j) be job part j l+1 on machine i ′ and its suffix and let S(j ′ ) be job part j ′ on machine i and its suffix. The jobs in these sets all finish, as j l is the last preemption. When we look at the number of jobs in both sets, there are two possibilities: 
. Also, move j l+1 ǫ to the back and j ′ ǫ to the front. Clearly, this is a feasible schedule. All job parts in the sets S(j) and S(j ′ ) are no preemptions, thus the objective value changes by ǫ(|S(j)| − |S(j ′ )|), and therefore becomes smaller. Hence, this situation cannot happen in an optimal solution. and all train sequences in S(j ′ ) can start ǫ later (i.e. have d + ≥ ǫ), while staying a feasible schedule. Move the sets in the mentioned directions and move the interval [t 2 , t 2 + ǫ] of job j on machine i ′ to machine i on the interval [t 1 , t 1 + ǫ]. Also move job j l+1 to the front and j ′ to the back. Clearly, this is a feasible schedule. All job parts in the sets S(j) and S(j ′ ) are no preemptions, thus the objective value changes by ǫ(|S(j
Therefore, in an optimal solution, |S(j)| = |S(j ′ )|. Since the ǫ was chosen maximal in the |S(j)| ≥ |S(j ′ )| case, there must be a new tight pair, created by moving the suffices backward and forward. Untangle new tight pairs, such that the schedule becomes tight again. In the new schedule, it must hold that again |S(j)| = |S(j ′ )|, because otherwise the solution was not optimal. It is possible that (one of the) newly tight pairs was (j l , j l+1 ), in that case a preemption was removed contradicting the assumption that the number of preemptions was minimal. If not, keep repeating moving the suffices and job parts as described and untangling. This can be done only a finite number of times since there is a maximum number of tight pairs (bounded by n) and because during this process, tight pairs remain tight and no new job parts are created (and with it new preemptions). Hence, there is an optimal schedule containing no preemptions.
Following from Theorem 11 and Lemma 10, we know that P |partition, prmp| j C j and P |partition| j C j have the same objective value and we obtain the following result.
Theorem 12. In an optimal schedule for P |partition| j C j , all jobs sharing the same resource are processed in SPT-order, i.e., if job j and j ′ both use resource r ∈ R and p j < p j ′ then C j < C j ′ .
We continue by looking at p j = 1, since P 3|res.11, p j = 1| j C j is N P-hard. Surprisingly, with at most one resource per job, the problem becomes polynomially solvable.
Theorem 13. P |partition, p j = 1| j C j is polynomially solvable.
Proof. The problem can be reduced to an instance of the Min-Cost Flow problem. Next to the source node s and the target node t, we construct three sets of nodes V J , V res,pos , V ′ res,pos and V M,pos . The set V J corresponds to the jobs. It has n nodes; one for every job. The set V res,pos corresponds to resource needed and the completion time/position of the job on a machine in the schedule. Completion time and position on a machine are in this case equal since p j = 1 and we may assume no idle times from Lemma 6. The set V res,pos has n|R| nodes. The set V ′ res,pos is a duplicate of these nodes. The set V M,pos corresponds to machine used and the completion time/position of the job on the machine in the schedule. It has mn nodes. We start by constructing arcs with cost 0 and capacity 1. The first set of arcs is constructed from s to every node in V J . From every node v j ∈ V J , we construct an arc to every node in V res,pos that corresponds to the resource needed by the job j. We construct from every node v r,p ∈ V res,pos an arc to the corresponding node with the same resource and position v ′ r,p ∈ V ′ res,pos . Next, we construct from every node v ′ r,p ∈ V ′ res,pos an arc to every node in V M,pos having the same position p. Lastly, we construct arcs with capacity 1 and cost equal to position p from every node v m,p ∈ V M,pos to t. We thus have n(1 + n + |R| + |R|m + m) arcs. Lastly, we require that we have at least n units of flow from s to t. Suppose we have an instance of P |partition, p j = 1| j C j with objective value c and consider its corresponding Min-Cost Flow instance. We put one unit of flow in the network for every job in the schedule of P |partition, p j = 1| j C j corresponding to the job, its position, which machine and which resource used. For example, for a job j on position p machine M using resource r, we put one unit of flow from s to t through nodes v J , v r,p , v ′ r,p and M, p. Since no jobs share the same machine or resource at a given position, every node v ∈ V \ {s, t} will have at most one unit of flow going in and going out. Thus, we have a feasible flow. Furthermore, we only put flow on edges from v m,p ∈ V M,pos to t, if and only if we also have a job with corresponding machine m and position p, thus we have a flow of cost c. The reverse is also true by this construction and hence we have an objective value of c for P |partition, p j = 1| j C j if and only if we have an objective value of c for its corresponding Min-Cost Flow instance.
Note that, the above proof can easily be adjusted to the problem where one has more than one unit of a resource available, by setting the capacities of the arcs between V res,pos and V ′ res,pos equal to the amount of resources one has. Furthermore, notice that one could put the costs on a different set of edges. In this way, one can also show that P |partition, p j = 1| j w j C j is polynomially solvable by setting the cost of the edges between v J and v r,p equal to w j times the position. Figure 6 : Min Cost-Flow instance for P |partition, p j = 1| j C j with 4 jobs and 2 resources.
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Since we know that P |partition, p j = 1| j C j is polynomially solvable, one might wonder what happens when the processing time of each job is bounded, i.e. 1 ≤ p j ≤ c, where c is a constant. A simple Shrinking algorithm would be to create an instance of P |partition, p j = 1| j C j by setting all processing times in our original problem to one. We then solve this problem using the construction in Theorem 13 to obtain an optimal schedule S Opt pj =1 . We can then construct a feasible schedule for P |partition, 1 ≤ p j ≤ c| j C j in the following way: All jobs in S Opt pj =1 start at a given integer s j ∈ Z + , since p j = 1. We can create a feasible solution S Alg from S Opt pj =1 by setting the starting time for all jobs to cs j . In this way, in every time interval ci ≤ t ≤ c(i + 1) with i ∈ Z + , every machine will only work on one product. There also will not be any resource conflicts, since there were none in S Opt pj =1 in the corresponding interval i ≤ t ≤ (i + 1).
Proposition 14. The Shrinking algorithm gives a c-approximation for P |partition,
Proof. Let Opt denote the optimal value for P |partition, 1 ≤ p j ≤ c| j C j and S Opt the optimal schedule and Opt pj =1 denote the optimal value for P |partition, p j = 1| j C j . The Schrinking algorithm gives a feasible solution of cost cOpt pj =1 , so it suffices to show that Opt ≥ Opt pj =1 . Using S Opt , we can find a schedule S pj =1 for our constructed instance of P |partition, p j = 1| j C j . This is done by scheduling all jobs 1 time unit before there completion time in
S
Opt . Thus all completion times in S pj =1 will be the same as in S Opt . Furthermore, since 1 ≤ p j ≤ c in S
Opt , there will be no resource conflict in S pj =1 , since there were none in S Opt .
Note that one can remove all idle time in S Alg by using the untangling operation described in the proof of Lemma 6.
Shortest processing time first
The shortest processing time first (SPT) rule is optimal for a few scheduling problems, one of which is P || j C j . In this section, we will look at how well it performs for P |partition| j C j . Before we can do this however we need to adjust the rule slightly to cope with the resources.
Definition 15. The SPT-available rule schedules the jobs according to a list. This list contains all jobs ordered for shortest to largest processing time. At any point in time, when a machine is available for processing. The rule selects the first job in the list for which the resource is not in use. It then removes the job from the list. If multiple machines are available at time t and a job is selected of which the resource was not available just before time t, the algorithm will put this job on the machine that was previously using this resource. Otherwise the rule will choose an arbitrary available machine. No job is added to a machine that is available if the resource is in use of all jobs on the list.
Because of the way we defined the SPT-available rule, jobs that share the same resource and that are processed one after another will be scheduled on the same machine. In other words, the SPT-available rule produces a tight schedule. This schedule also has no idle times, since if at time t a job j of resource r is scheduled on machine m which would create an idle time, then it could not be scheduled on that machine earlier due to some other job j ′ using the same resource on some machine m ′ . j can only be scheduled at time t since j ′ just finished. But the rule states that job j then has a preference for machine m ′ over m (creating a tight schedule). The SPT-rule is optimal for P || j C j . Hence, one might wonder whether this is also the case with the SPT-available rule for P |partition| j C j . Example 1 shows that this is not the case.
Example 1: (SPT-available not optimal)
Consider 2 machines with 12 jobs that use 3 resources. We divide the jobs J into 3 groups depending on the resource used, J = J 1 ∪J 2 ∪J 3 . We have 4 jobs in J 1 = {j 1 , . . . , j 4 } with p 1 = . . . = p 4 = 1 using the first resource. We have another 4 jobs in J 2 = {j 5 , . . . , j 8 } with p 5 = . . . = p 8 = 1 using the second resource. Lastly, we have 4 jobs in J 3 = {j 9 , . . . , j 12 } with p 9 = . . . = p 12 = 1 + ε with ε > 0 using the third resource. The SPT-available rule will schedule the jobs in J 1 ∪ J 2 first on the two machines and will then at time 4 schedule the jobs in J 3 on one machine one after another. This will result in an objective value of 46 + 10ε. An optimal schedule would be to schedule first two jobs from J 1 on the first machine and then all jobs from J 3 . On the second machine all jobs from J 2 are scheduled first and then the last two jobs from J 1 . This results in a schedule with objective value 42 + 10ε. Hence SPT-available is not optimal.
The SPT-available rule is not optimal for P |partition| j C j , but it might give a good approximation. Example 1 gives a type of instance that is hard to tackle for the SPT-available rule. We generalize this example to find a lower bound on the approximation factor.
Lemma 16. The SPT-available rule does not give an α-approximation for P |partition| j C j with α < 4 3 . Proof. Consider the instance I with 3 machines and job set J = J A ∪ J B . J A consists of 3c jobs of length 1, that all use their own resource, with c ∈ Z + even. The set J B consist of 3c jobs of length 1 + ε with ε > 0, that all share the same resource, i.e., r j = r j ′ , ∀j, j ′ ∈ J B . The SPT-available rule will first schedule c jobs from J A on every machine. Then, it will schedule at time c all jobs from J B on one machine. Let ALG I be the objective value of the SPT-available rule for instance I. Then,
An optimal schedule would schedule the J b jobs on a single machine and schedule the J A jobs evenly on the remaining two machine. Let OPT I be the objective value of the optimal schedule for instance I. Then, We will proceed by giving an upper bound to the approximation ratio by using an approach similar to the approach used by Chekuri et al. [4] to show a 2-approximation for the problem of minimizing weighted completion time on m parallel machines with in-tree precedence constraints. We begin by defining the minimum completion time of every job, based on the fact that by Theorem 12 all jobs sharing the same resource must be processed in SPT-order. Without loss of generality we can assume that the jobs are ordered according to their processing times, j 1 ≺ j 2 ≺ · · · ≺ j n , breaking ties arbitrarily.
Definition 17. The minimum completion time k j for each job j is given by
Define OPT m as the optimal value for a given instance of jobs on m machines and let OPT m res be the optimal value for the instance of jobs on m machines with partition constraints. Clearly, OPT 1 = OPT 1 res for each instance since the additional constraints do not interfere with the optimal schedule for one machine. Notice that the optimal schedule for one machine and for parallel machines is created by the SPT rule [5] . Let C 1 j denote the completion time of job j in an optimal schedule using one machine (with or without partition constraints) and C m j the completion time of job j in an optimal schedule for m machines without partition constraints.
res for each instance. Proof. Clearly, the last inequality holds, as an optimal schedule for the problem with constraints is always a feasible solution to the problem without the partition constraints. Hence, we only have to show the first inequality. Sort the jobs from small to large processing times. Let j be arbitrary but fixed job and let P j = j i=1 p i be the sum of all processing times of the jobs that have a smaller or equal processing time. Clearly C m j ≥ 1 m P j , since 1 m P j is the earliest time j can finish. We also have that P j = C 1 j , since the SPT-rule is optimal. Thus, for every job j we also have that We can now prove the upper bound for the SPT-available rule.
Theorem 19. The SPT-available rule gives a 2 − 1 m -approximation for P |partition| j C j .
Proof. Let C G j be the completion time of job j in a schedule created by the SPT-available rule. We begin by proving by induction that
The jobs that are the first to be scheduled on a machine are also the first of their resource. Therefore,
in that case. Now assume that Equation (2) holds for any job j ′ ≺ j. Then, in particular, it also holds for the job j ′ that is scheduled right before job j on the same machine. We distinguish the following two cases:
• j ′ and j use the same resource.. j is scheduled right after j ′ and thus
• j ′ and j use different resources. This implies that j was scheduled at the first possible free machine and not at a later possibility because of the resource constraints. Define job j ′′ as the job that is right before j in the schedule for one machine, i.e. the last j ′′ in the ordering such that j ′′ ≺ j. For the starting time of job j (equal to C
Using this we see that:
Hence, we can conclude that (2) holds for all jobs j ∈ J.
Note that j k j ≤ OP T m res , since k j ≤ C j in any feasible schedule for P |partition| j C j by the definition of the minimal completion time k j . Using equation (2) we get:
Machine subset constraints
Since we do not know the complexity of P |partition| j C j , it is interesting to look at related problems. We will look at several of these related problems. We begin by considering the problem where jobs that share the same resource can only be processed on a subset of the machines.
We can add processing set restrictions by adding M j to the β field of a scheduling problem, as found in [10] . This means that for each job j, there is a set M j ⊆ {1, ..., m} such that j can only be scheduled on machines in M j . Let us define a variation called processing set restrictions for resources as follows: for each resource r ∈ R there is a set M r ⊆ {1, ..., m} such that all jobs sharing resource r can only be scheduled on machines in M r . We denote these restrictions as M r in the β field.
Corollary 20. P |partition, M r , p j = 1| j C j is polynomially solvable.
This is a consequence of Theorem 13. One could use the same algorithm, but only include edges v
Consider the following NP-complete problem from [7] .
Definition 21. 3-PARTITION Given positive integers m and b, and a multiset of 3m integers A with a∈A a = mb, and b/4 ≤ a ≤ b/2 for all a ∈ A, does there exist a partition (A 1 , ..., A m ) of A into 3 element sets such that for each
This problem is NP hard in the strong sense. Using this, we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 22. P |partition, M r | j C j is NP hard in the strong sense.
Proof. Assume we have an instance of 3-PARTITION. Since 3-PARTITION is NP-complete in the strong sense, we may assume that mb is bounded by a polynomial in m, which is crucial for our proof. Define N c = 2mb and C = 8mb. Create an instance of P |partition, M r | j C j with 2m machines and the following jobs:
• for all a ∈ A make job a j , with processing time p aj = a, a unique resource r(a j ) and M r(aj ) = {1, 2, ..., m}. These jobs represent the integers that should be partitioned over the first m machines.
• for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m make N c jobs called 'C'-jobs with processing time C, resource i and M i = {i, m+ i}, so for each i, there are N c jobs with length C, all sharing the same resource, that can only be scheduled on machines i and m + i.
• for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m make job r i , also called a release date job with processing times p ri = b and resource i, so it shares its resource with a sequence of 'C'-jobs and can only be scheduled on machines i and m + i.
• for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m make job D i , also called a 'D'-job, with processing time p Di = N 2 C C, resource r(D i ) and M r(Di) = {m + i}, so its resource is unique and can only be scheduled on machine m + i.
We will show that the optimal schedule for the scheduling problem has objective value Z * ≤ Z + if and only if the 3-PARTITION instance is a yes-instance.
Assume that the 3-PARTITION instance is a yes-instance, then the following schedule is a feasible solution: We can find A i with |A i | = 3 s.t. 
4 mb ≤ Z A ≤ 2mb since the following:
, and the a j jobs are sorted from small to big in their processing times per machine, so the worst case scenario is if A i only has jobs of processing times We will show that if the 3-PARTITION instance is a no-instance, the optimal schedule has an objective value
a the sum of the completion times of the release date jobs, 'C'-jobs, 'D'-jobs and a j -jobs respectively. Notice that mb is a lower bound on Z * r since the jobs cannot start before t = 0. In the same way, mN 2 C C is a lower bound on Z * D . A lower bound on Z * a is 7 4 mb, this is because if only the a j -jobs were to be scheduled on m machines, SPT-order would be optimal and would have 3 jobs on every machine. Suppose not, then there is a machine i 1 with 4 jobs or more. Then there is another machine i 2 with 2 or less jobs. Moving the first job j on machine i 1 to machine i 2 would result in at least 3 jobs finishing p j earlier and at most 2 jobs finishing p j later at machine i 2 . This leads to a contradiction that SPT is optimal. So we may assume each machine has exactly 3 jobs for finding the lower bound of Z * a . Then m i=1 (3a i1 +2a i2 +a i3 ) is minimal if one chooses all a i1 and a i2 to be If we have a no-instance, we argue that in the optimal schedule ∃a j with completion time bigger than b. Assume not, then all first m machines are processing a j jobs until b, since a∈A a = mb . If there is a machine processing more than three a j jobs, it would have to be four a j jobs of length b 4 , so that the a j jobs are all finished before or at b. But then, there is also a machine processing only two a j jobs of length Then we would find a partition, leading to a contradiction. So there must be an a j finishing after b. Since a j ∈ N for all j, we can find an a j with completion time ≥ b + 1. We distinguish 4 cases:
• At least one 'C'-job is scheduled before the r i job with the same resource.
Let N i be the number of 'C'-jobs on machines i and m+i scheduled before the corresponding release job r i . Then r i starts at N i C or later. The lower bound on Z * r becomes mb+C·
is a lower bound of Z * C . Using the other lower bounds for Z * a and Z * D , we obtain the following lower bound for Z * :
• All 'C'-job are scheduled after the r i job with the same resource, but at least one 'C'-job is scheduled on one of the last m machines. We split this up into two subcases:
-At least one such 'C'-job is scheduled before a 'D'-job on the same machine. We know all 'C'-jobs start after b, hence Z *
Using the other lower bounds we get
using that C = 8mb.
-At least one such 'C'-job is scheduled after a 'D'-job on the same machine. Let i be the resource of one such 'C'-job and D i the corresponding 'D'-job. Then the 'C'-job finishes at N 
using that C = 8mb and N C = 2mb.
• All 'C'-job are scheduled after the r i job with the same resource, all 'C'-jobs are scheduled on the first m machines, but least one 'C'-job is scheduled before an a j job on the same machine. All 'C'-jobs are scheduled after b, hence Z *
. At least one a j has completion time bigger than C + b, while for any a j not scheduled after an 'C'-job has a completion time smaller or equal to 
• All 'C'-job are scheduled after the r i job with the same resource, all 'C'-jobs are scheduled on the first m machines and all 'C'-job are scheduled after the a j jobs on the same machine. Notice that the feasible solution in Figure 
So if the 3-PARTITION instance is a no-instance, Z * > Z + , hence the reduction is complete.
We can use Theorem 22 to show that our original problem with unrelated machines instead of parallel machines is N P-hard. This problem is actually the problem found in the lithography bays of the Europian semiconductor factories [1] .
Corollary 23. R|partition| j C j is N P-hard in the strong sense.
Proof. We can reduce any decision variant instance I P of P |partition, M r | j C j , asking whether there exists a feasible solution with total completion time smaller than T , to a decision variant instance I R of R|partition| j C j asking the same question. This is done by simply removing the processing set restrictions for resources and changing the processing times to:
where M r(j) denotes the machine restriction for r(j), the resource of job j. Clearly, any feasible schedule for I P is also a feasible schedule for the mapped instance I R with the same total completion time. Hence if we have a yes-instance for I P , we also have a yes-instance for I R . However, if we have a no instance for I P , all feasible solution for I P have a total completion time at least T . This means that all schedules for I R processing only j on i ∈ M r(j) for all j, also have total completion time at least T . However, any schedule processing at least one j on an i ∈ M r(j) also has a total completion time at least T , because of such a job j. Hence I R is also a no-instance.
Unmovable resources
Moving the resources can be a costly operation. Thus one might also consider the case were the resources are also fixed on a machine. We therefore consider the problem where every resource can only be used on one machine. We define unmovable as an addition to the partition constraint, were all jobs j ∈ r k have to be processed on the same machine.
Theorem 24. P |partition, unmovable, p j = 1| j C j is N P-hard.
Proof. We give a polynomial time reduction from the 3-Partition problem as defined in Definition 21. We introduce in P |partition, unmovable, p j = 1| j C j m machines and a number of jobs equal to n = a∈A a and a number of resources equal to 3m, where M is a large number. For every element of a ∈ A, we associate a number of jobs equal to a sharing the same resource. If we have a yes-instance of 3-Partition, then, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, we can schedule all jobs associated with a ∈ A i to machine i. All machines will then be busy processing until time b. This will give us an objective value m 2 b(b + 1). If we have a noinstance of 3-Partition, we cannot distribute the jobs evenly over the machines and thus the objective value will be greater than Note that, one might have a yes-instance of P |partition, unmovable, p j = 1| j C j , where on one machine there are 4 resources being used. If this is the case, these resources all have b/4 associated jobs and since it is a yes-instance, there also must be a machine using only 2 resources with b/2 associated jobs. An easy switch of the last b/2 units of processing of these two machine, will turn this also in a yes-instance for 3-Partition.
Two resources per job
Because the problem was motivated by the scheduling problem found in the lithography bays of the semi-conductor industry, we are mainly interested in the case that there is only one resource per job. However, one might also wonder what happens if there is more than one resource needed per job. We will therefore continue by looking at instances with at most q resources per job. We introduce partition(q) for the β field of the scheduling problem. If partition(q) is in the β field, there is a collection of subsets R = {r 1 , . . . , r R } with r k ⊆ J, where every job is contained in at most q subsets. If there exist an r k ∈ R such that j, j ′ ∈ r k , j and j ′ cannot be processed at the same time. The problem P |partition(q), p j = 1| j C j is a special case of P |res · · · , types = R, p i < p|f with f ∈ { j w j C j , j T j , j U j }. Here, s is the number of resources and there are R types of jobs. A type of a job j is defined as the tuple (p j , R 1 (j), . . . , R s (j)), where R u (j) is the amount of resource u required by job j. Note that, in our case, |R| = R = s. Brucker and Krämer [3] show that it can be solved in O(R(p + s)n Rp + R 2 pn R(p+2) ), resulting in the following corollary.
Corollary 25. P |partition(q), p j = 1| j C j is polynomially solvable for every q ∈ Z, if the number of resources, |R|, is bounded.
However, we will now show that the problem becomes N P-hard when the number of resources is not bounded, even with q = 2.
Theorem 26. P |partition(q), p j = 1| j C j is N P-hard for every q ≥ 2, if the number of machines m and resources |R| are unbounded.
Proof. We will prove this by a reduction from edge coloring. In the edge coloring problem, one assigns colors (or labels) to the edges of a graph G = (V, E), such that no two incident edges have the same color. Let ∆ be the maximum node degree in the graph G, then Holyer [9] shows that it is N P-hard to decide for an arbitrary graph G whether or not it can be colored using only ∆ colors. We can reduce this problem to P |partition(2), p j = 1| j C j as follows. Suppose we are given graph G = (V, E) with |E| = m. Take the number of machines equal to m. Introduce a resource for every node u ∈ V , |R| = |V |. We also introduce a job (with p j = 1) for every edge e = {u, v} and these jobs require the resources that are associated with nodes it connects (i.e. u and v). Thus every resource will be used at most ∆ times and every job uses exactly 2 resources. Lastly, we introduce (∆ − 1)n dummy jobs (with p j = 1), that do no require a resource. Figure 9 shows an example of the reduction.
We claim that there exists an edge coloring of graph G using only ∆ colors if and only if the instance of P |partition(2), p j = 1| j C j has an optimal value of 1 2 ∆(∆ + 1)m. Suppose we are given a solution to edge coloring problem which uses ∆ colors, then we can put each color on a different time slot. So all jobs associated with an edge of the first color will be put on machines in the first time slot. We fill up all unused machine time until time ∆ with dummy jobs. Figure 9 : Example of the reduction from edge coloring to P |partition(2), p j = 1| j C j with a graph with ∆ = 3
Since jobs only share a resource if they were incident in the graph, we will not have any resource conflict and all machines will be filled with jobs until time ∆, thus resulting in an objective value of Since all jobs associated with incident edges share a resource, no two incident edges will share the same color and hence we have found an edge coloring using ∆ colors.
Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the problem of minimizing the total completion time while scheduling jobs that each use exactly one resource, P |partition| j C j . Although the complexity of P |partition| j C j remains unclear, we saw that similar problems such as P |partition, M r | j C j , P |partition(2), p j = 1| j C j and P |partition, unmovable, p j = 1| j C j are N P-hard. Therefore, we conjecture that P |partition| j C j is N P-hard as well. The problem P |partition| j C j always has an optimal solution where jobs sharing the same resource are ordered by the processing time. Such an optimal solution might even be more structured. For example, it remains open whether or not there is always an optimal solution that yields the SPT order property on each machine for all jobs on that machine. We showed that the SPT-available rule gives a 2 − 1 m -approximation. This bound may not be tight. There is a lower bound of 4 3 on the approximation factor. Closing this gap is another interesting open problem, as well as designing other approximation algorithms with better approximation ratios.
